UNF forensic/security facility produces talent, research for businesses

THINK TALENT...UNF is home to a one-of-a-kind forensic/security facility, where faculty and students can research and teach computer forensics, examination of software for exploitable flaws, and the development of advanced security hardware.

THINK TECHNOLOGY...The facility includes the type of specialized hardware used by law enforcement and counter-terrorism agencies to monitor specific online activities without leaving a trace of metadata.

THINK WORKFORCE...By providing access to cutting-edge technology, UNF is giving researchers the tools to advance online security while also ensuring that students are poised for success in today's fast-changing job market.

THINK FLORIDA...A Higher Degree for Business.

*Think Florida: A Higher Degree for Business* is a unified State University System campaign designed to build synergies between Florida’s 12 public universities and the business community. The campaign’s primary focuses are talent, research and partnerships.